
Year 3/4  - Learning @ Home, Term 3 Week 3, Mon-Tues
Remember, a happy and harmonious life is the most important thing. Take your time and do your best. If you

have any questions you can ask them at our Google Meets or post them on the Google Classroom stream.
Every morning, we will be having a Google Meet via Google Classroom. Please press the camera symbol on

your Google Classroom or join the meeting at 9.30am via the link below.

There will also be an open flexible meeting at 11:00am on Google Meet for anyone who needs some help.

Google Classroom

Class Class Code Google Meet Link

3/4TC  Tammi rbqs62u https://meet.google.com/lookup/dxq6nxs56p

3/4CM  Carol z35hncd https://meet.google.com/lookup/cwioi2ylrc

3/4RW  Rhianna wrwshdr https://meet.google.com/lookup/h4hes4jfpp

3/4TH  Trami cinxsp4 https://meet.google.com/lookup/aru46xpepo

3/4AD  Ann-Maree zgk2g5m https://meet.google.com/lookup/b4uidmmuiv

3/4JM James lkeao62 https://meet.google.com/lookup/ac2qeemc7e

Please find some suggested tasks for the week

Weekly Focus

Reading Summarising

Writing Procedure and the spelling /oi/ and /oy/

Maths Measurement

Big Question Time How can we live in space?

Grammar Commas

STEM Lego

Olympics Design a mascot for our 3/4 Potato Olympics

**Please upload the following tasks onto Google Classroom for your teacher to give you feedback**
Monday Maths: Measurement

Olympics: Mascot competition due by Friday

This icon means there is a link to click on to watch a video

This icon means you will need to go to Google Classroom to access the related videos or resources.
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Day 1 - Monday 26th July

Reading Activity 1: Read your novel for a minimum of 20 minutes.

Activity 2
Summarising - 5Ws

Summarising means explaining the main ideas in a shorter way, using your own words (paraphrasing)
from the original information.

Activity: Read ‘The History of the Olympics’ below (on page 5) and summarise the main points by
answering:

What:
Who:
When:
Where:
Why:

Grammar Commas

The poster above explains when we need to use commas. Add commas to the sentences
below:

Commas for lists:
1. Dogs like to fetch run and swim.
2. James’ favourite colours are blue orange yellow and green.
3. Ann-Maree ate popcorn ice-cream a hotdog and candy
floss at the fair.

Commas for pauses:
4. While the class took a test the teacher marked books.
5. Let’s eat grandma.
6. A long time ago I went to Tasmania.
7. Even though Carol prefers blue Rhianna picked yellow.

Commas for extra information:
8. Trami who teaches at NLPS is from Brisbane.
9. Melbourne which is in Australia is very cold.
10. Newport Lakes Primary where I go to school is in
Newport.
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Maths Measurement: Length

Warm up: Which one doesn’t belong? Explain your reasoning.

Activity: Complete the table below. The first one has been done for you.

What is the difference in length between the two caterpillars?

In order to work out the difference in lengths you subtract the length of the shortest object
from the length of the largest object.
For example, the longest caterpillar is 6 cm and the shortest is 3cm, so 6 - 3 = 3
The difference is 3 cm.

Object/
Other

Estimate the length

in  mm, cm, m or km

Actual -Measure or
research (internet
and Google maps)

Difference
Convert the
actual
measurement to
another (eg. m to
km or cm to m etc)

Elephant 4 m 6 m 2  m 600 cm

Whale  shark

Giraffe

Your bedroom

Newport to
Williamstown

Melbourne to
Sydney
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Olympics The mascots for the Tokyo Olympics are named Miraitowa and Someity. Watch this video below to see
some children in Japan get excited about choosing them.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3CY9_cCHqDM

Miraitowa is the mascot for the Olympic Games.
You can watch them get ready here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ixE1a6_l7e4

Someity is the mascot for the Paralympic Games.
You can watch them get ready here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bzdxwj4422
Q

School children in Japan chose these two mascots from these finalists below:

Activity: Design a mascot for our 3/4 Potato Olympics that we will hold when we get back

to school. You can work on your design over the week. Your mascot must be between 10 - 16cm wide
and 18- 26cm tall. If you think your design is good enough, you can enter it into our Mascot
Competition. All grade 3/4s will get to vote on the mascot. You need to upload your design by the end
of the week.
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Art Week 3 Art – Impressionism and Berthe Morisot

To access the Art program on google slides click on the link below.

This week is about Impressionism and Berthe Morisot

Click on the speaker in the top right corner of the slide to hear the information in the slide.

The link will also be available on the 3/4 Art 2021 Google Classroom – access code is 2fjbmdn

Reading Day 1
The History of the Olympics

The Olympic Games began in ancient times. It is thought that the first Olympic Games took place in

776 BC in Greece as part of an important religious festival. The Games were held in honour of Zeus,

king of the gods. They took place every four years at Olympia, a valley in southwest Greece. The name

of the valley is where the word ‘Olympics’ is derived from.

In ancient times, the city-states of Greece were often at war, which made travelling around the

country dangerous. Messengers were sent out from Elis, a city near Olympia, to announce a ‘sacred

truce’ lasting one month before the games began. This allowed people from all over Greece to travel

to the Olympics in safety. The truce was always honoured because the Olympic Games was a religious

festival, so it was considered more important than war.

The first Olympic Games lasted one day and the only event was a short race from one end of the

stadium to the other. Gradually more events were added to make four days of competitions. The

events included boxing, chariot racing, discus, javelin, long jump and wrestling. Winners were given a

wreath of leaves and a hero’s welcome back home.

In the ancient games, the Olympic flame was lit and kept at the Altar of Hera, which was near where

the Games took place. Since 1936, a Lighting Ceremony has been held at the site of the first Olympic

Games. To show the flame’s purity, it is lit by reflecting the sun’s rays with a parabolic mirror, just as it

was in ancient times. The flame is then passed to the first of the torchbearers and a dove is released

to signify peace.

In modern times, the torch relay begins with the Lighting Ceremony at the Altar of Hera in Olympia.

From here, the torch travels thousands of miles to the host city, passed in a relay by several thousand

torchbearers. The final torchbearer brings the flame into the stadium as part of the opening ceremony

and has the honour of lighting the cauldron where the flame will burn for the duration of the games.

Since the modern games began in 1896, the Olympics has become a worldwide sporting event. Every

four years, for two weeks, millions of people around the world watch the sporting events either in

person or on television. Athletes represent their countries and compete

against the best of the best. Inspiring future athletes and giving

sportspeople worldwide their moment in the spotlight, the Olympics,

much like it did in the ancient games, breaks down borders and allows

the world to celebrate as one.
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Day 2 - Tuesday 27th July

Reading Activity 1: Read your novel for a minimum of 20 minutes.

Activity 2: Summarising

KWL Chart

1. Go to the Tokyo Olympics website and choose an Olympic sport (but don’t click on the icon

to read about it just yet!) https://olympics.com/tokyo-2020/en/sports/

2. Write down everything you KNOW about your chosen sport in the K column below.

3. Now fill out what you are WONDERING and want to find out about the sport in the W

column.

4. Read the information about your chosen sport on the website by clicking on the icon on the

website.

5. After reading, write down everything you just LEARNT in the L column.

6. Reflect on your ‘Wonderings’. When you read more to learn about the sport (step 5 and 6),

did your wonderings get answered, or is there still something you want to find out?

Writing Procedural text

Activity: Choose an Olympic Sport, research it, and write the rules of the sport. If the rules for your
chosen sport are very complicated, you may decide to change to an easier sport, or you can leave out
some of the more complicated details. As long as the rules you write are roughly correct, that will be
fine.
This website should be of help: Summer Olympic Sports

Here is an example of a procedural text for the rules of Olympic Archery (note that we have modified
the rules a little bit regarding the scoring to make it easier to understand)
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Rules for Olympic Archery – Individual Competition

Equipment: bow, arrow, target boards of 122 cm in diameter

Steps:
1. Stand at a point 70m away from the target.
2. Wait until the official says you can start.
3. Raise your bow and shoot.
4. Shoot 6 arrows trying to hit the target.
5. Add the points for hitting the target – 10 points for hitting the inner gold ring, down to 1 point

for hitting the outer white ring. There are no points if you miss the target altogether.
6. Stand aside while your competitor shoots 6 arrows.
7. Repeat these steps until you have both shot 72 arrows.
8. Add up your total scores. The winner is the one with the most points.

Maths Units of Measurement

Warm Up: The solution is 1 hour and 30 minutes. What’s the question?

Watch: Bob Beamon's World Record Long Jump - 1968 Olympics
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DEt_Xgg8dzc

Bob Beamon’s jump was the first time in history that the measuring equipment used at the Olympics
was not efficient enough, and after this the measurement instruments used changed at the Olympics.

Activity: Below are some interesting measurements and records from events at past Olympic Games.
Unfortunately they have been muddled up. Can you regroup them correctly?

Usain Bolt's 100 metres World Record (in seconds) 10

Women's Long Jump World Record (in metres) 1500

Men's High Jump World Record (in metres) 76.8

Height of a diving platform (in metres) 2.45

Triathlon swim (in metres) 9.58

Triathlon bicycle ride (in km) 70

Women's Discus World Record (in metres) 40

Diameter of Archery target (in cm) 8.77

Archers’ distance from the target (in metres) 122

Average speed of World Record
Men's 50 km Walking race (in mph)

7.52
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*Optional Extension Activity*: All jumbled Up. The quantities and units have been all jumbled
up. Can you sort them?

Capacity of a bath 1000 mm2

Mass of a crisp -20 seconds

Temperature of a volcano 10 litres

Time for a sprinter to run 100m 300 grams

Train speed 4 °C (celsius)

Temperature of a glacier 80 metres

Length of human intestine 0.5 °C

Area of a postage stamp 150 mm/second

Volume of Egypt's Great Pyramid 1 km/h

Temperature of a fridge 7.5 metres3

A snail’s speed 2600000 °C

BQT How has the earth’s surface changed?

One of the reasons scientists are exploring space is because of a need to find other habitable places like

Earth where humans can survive. Our Earth is changing due to climate change and a number of other

factors. This week we will look at some of these changes on Earth.

Do you recognise the picture above? This group of rocks are called the “12 Apostles.” They are a famous

Victorian tourist attraction. Thousands of people visit them each year.

Now take a look at the photo of the Grand Canyon above. It is in America.

Activity : Venn Diagram

For this activity, you need to compare the 12 Apostles with the Grand Canyon.  You will need to do some
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research on both. Possible helpful websites are:

https://kids.kiddle.co/Grand_Canyon

https://kidskonnect.com/places/twelve-apostles-of-victoria/

Write the similarities in the overlapping region. Write the differences in the non-overlapping regions. It

has been started for you.

Did you notice the horizontal lines on both of the rock formations? These layers of rock are called Strata.

What do you think caused the rocks to be changed like this?

Take a closer look at the 12 Apostles. Can you see that at the base where the water laps against the rock

that it appears as though it has been worn away? This process is called erosion.

How has the earth’s surface changed?

You can create a Venn Diagram by tracing around 2 circles in your book. Fill in as much as you can.

P.E
A reminder that the Grade 3/4 PE Google Classroom code is: g6viws4

Go into Google Classroom and watch the welcome video and then complete the program found below.

Opening/Warm-up – Complete a new eight-minute workout by the Body Coach found in the link.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E5cmJpSFZB8

Soccer – This week we are going to focus on individual ball challenges that cover a wide range of skills

required to play soccer. Click on the links found below and spend about 3 minutes practicing the

different types of challenges you see. You will need a soccer ball or ball of similar size and weight and an

open space.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tJ9e_CuSKQg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YQ8bKmiaPPg
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